
About the Whitney Plantation from an Article in the NY Times by 
David Anderson 2/26/2015 (Photo credit Greyline Tours) 
 

“Located on land where slaves worked 

for more than a century, in a state 

where the sight of the Confederate flag 

is not uncommon, the results are both 

educational and visceral. An exhibit on 

the North American slave trade inside 

the visitors’ center, for instance, is lent 

particular resonance by its proximity, 

just a few steps away outside its door, to 

seven cabins that once housed slaves. 

From their weathered cypress frames, a 

dusty path, lined with hulking iron 

kettles that were used by slaves to boil 

sugar cane, leads to a grassy clearing 

dominated by a slave jail — an 

approach designed so that a visitor’s 

most memorable glimpse of the white 

shutters and stately columns of the 

property’s 220-year-old “Big House” 

will come through the rusted bars of the 

squat, rectangular cell. A number of 

memorials also dot the grounds, 

including a series of angled granite 

walls engraved with the names of the 

107,000 slaves who spent their lives in 

Louisiana before 1820. Inspired by 

Maya Lin’s Vietnam Veterans Memorial 

in Washington, the memorial lists the 

names nonalphabetically to mirror the 

confusion and chaos that defined a 

slave’s life.”  D
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AnnaGram 
Journey to Justice:   

Anna’s Place goes to Whitney Part I 



 Undoing Racism? 
 

“Undoing Racism” became a popular movement and catch phrase in the 
Episcopal Church at least one decade or more ago. Our Church understood in 
some real way that systemic racism was existent within our denomination. So, 
programs and speakers were rolled out in an effort to begin a long hard 
discussion. We have made some progress and we continue to do work in the 
area of  systemic racism.  At this time our denomination has over 48 Black 
Bishops and about 27 Hispanic Bishops. If  you were wondering there are 111 
Episcopal Diocese in our ECUSA. Any one Diocese may host one or more 
active Bishops. So, there is that.  
 
Yet, it has been a long road and our journey is far from complete. Along that 
journey we at St. Anna’s have been given the loving trust of  children and indeed 
families of  color. We have built a staff  that reflects our desire to give voice to 
our expanding community. So, we have the trust, obligation, and honor to serve 
local people of  color.  In so doing we must recognize that White Privilege and 
Power, White Supremacy is so strong that the true history of  the Black 
ancestors of  these children must be  taught in it’s raw and sometimes difficult 
truth.  
 
Pontius Pilot once asked, “What is truth?” Today we hear phrases like his or her 
“truth.” Just so we are now taking a new look at our histories in a quest to find 
the truth.  To begin to discover the truth we have been blessed with support from 
individuals and funders to make a holy pilgrimage to The Whitney Plantation as 
part of  our attempt to shed light into the lives of  our Anna’s Place NOLA 
constituents. Yet, we might suspect that this pilgrimage will impact more than 
our students but rather all of  those who will make this pilgrimage—adult and 
child alike.  
 

Before leaving on pilgrimage our team was asked several 

reflection questions.  

 
1.  As faculty responsible for Anna's Place students why did you feel it 

important for our kids to travel to the Whitney Plantation? 

 To learn the history of  their ancestors and the struggles they endured. 

-Chris Palacios  

 

Journey to Justice Part I 

My hope for the 

students is what 

my hope always 

is, that they create 

a better world for 

themselves and 

future 

generations—

Brianna Carr 
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 They will experience the true life of  a slave child as told through the personal 

experiences of  actual slaves.  The Whitney was one of  the last plantations before 

emancipation in the1860's. Many of  the former slaves interviewed were 4, 5, 6 years old 

at the time. In the late 1920's the writer's project interviewed the former slaves, now in 

their 70's and 80's, and documented their knowledge of  being a slave.   

-Darryl Durham  

 

 I believe that it is extremely important for our kids to view and experience the brutal 

conditions in which our ancestors endured for 400 years. Although I do not agree with 

the fact that colonizers are making a profit from OUR history, I do like that the story 

that is being told. -Nakeisha Joiner  

 

Trauma is an everyday occurrence for the marginalized groups in America and, while the 
youth at Anna’s Place NOLA  have a strong support group in the staff  and St. Anna’s 
congregation, the pandemic has served as a barrier it seems for our most treasured youth. 
I felt that it was important for Anna’s Place NOLA students to travel to the Whitney 
Plantation Museum for multiple reasons, as the BLM movement has gained a substantial 
push for social justice it seemed a call to action for changes in education and engagement 
with youth as well. As educators we have a profound and immediate obligation at this 
time to help the generations that will follow in our footsteps to create a better more just 
world than the one that is set before them. This field trip will not only provide them with 
a way to holistically engage in the nuanced history of  chattel slavery that they have 
learned about, but, also, give them the socialization with their Anna’s Place NOLA 
cohort that they have been missing for the past seven months. -Brianna Carr   

 

2.  What preparation work have you done with the kids in advance of  this trip if  any? 

 We have the kids studying African/ African American history so that they have an 

understanding about the subject and  are prepared for the trip. -All Staff   

 

Youth will engage in an art project at the end of  the field trip and group discussion to 
process and unpack the tour. -Brianna Carr  

 

3.  What are your personal feelings about the Whitney Plantation? 

 Only plantation in the world dedicated to honoring the slave's and telling their true 

experience.  -Chris Palacios  

 

 I do not like that colonizers still hold OUR history over our heads. It's almost as if  they 

still control the narrative of  the black people. This allows them to withhold as much 

information as they choose and they also have no real connection to the suffrage in 
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which our ancestors endured. [That said,] I do like that the original structures are still in 

place and mostly intact. The original structures allow for a personal feel with ancestors.  

 -Nakeisha Joiner 

 

As a BIPOC I feel an immense sense of  gratitude to the owner and Board of  Directors at 
the Whitney. Personally, I feel exposure and knowledge are keys to helping society, as a 
whole, understand and change the ways we interact with each other. Shedding light on the 
dark history that has made this country into what is today can benefit humanity immensely. 
The structure of  honoring the slave narrative, which I believe humanizes those that lived 
and worked on that plantation, can serve as a pilgrimage for many BIPOC whose lineage 
stems from similar slave stories throughout the Southern United States. -Brianna Carr  

 

4.  What are your hopes for our students in this trip? 

 I hope that their eyes are opened by the dark truth of  our past and that they become 

passionate about making changes in our country and also the world. -Chris Palacios  

 

 That they realize the vast amount of  information on their ancestors but also realize they are 

going to have to seek the knowledge and not rely on others to provide it to them.   

-Darryl Durham  

 

 My hopes for our students are that they will have more of  an appreciation for the things we 

take for granted and also be reminded that we are in fact our ancestors' wildest dreams. We 

are living in the very days that our ancestors fought so hard and died for. -Nakeisha Joiner  

 

My hope for the students is what my hope always is, that they create a better world for 
themselves and future generations. I believe that this trip will give them a new perspective 
on what slavery actually meant for those that were sold centuries ago to a land that their 
future generations would fight to make their home, though, at the time it was something 
completely opposite from home. -Brianna Carr  

Anna’s Place Students:  UTO “Payday” 



Who gave us the grants/funding to do these trips? Funding for the Whitney Plantation 
Field Trip has been provided through donations through our Missions II Musicians fundraiser, 
band the NOLA Soul Collective led by Anna's Place NOLA Founder, Darryl Durham, and 
funds from the Episcopal Relief  and Development grant (at this time and we are awaiting 
funds from the Episcopal Relief  and Development grant).   
 
Who first thought of  this as a field trip (best recollection) and why? Mr. Darryl Durham, the 
founder of  the Anna's Place NOLA youth programs, first thought of  the Whitney Plantation 
Museum field trip as a way to engage Black identifying students with a real world experience to 
complement the new curricula Anna's Place NOLA has implemented to teach students about 
historical events that have contributed to systemic racism in American culture. He believed that 
during this time of  social unrest it was imperative for the youth of  Anna's Place NOLA, of  which 
95% identify as Black/African American, to engage in meaningful conversations about current 
events and learn about the history that has led America to its state today. "It is important that our 
youth learn about, and are exposed to their history at this time," Darryl Durham, Anna's Place 
NOLA Founder.  
 
How many individual trips (by groups and give the age range) How many adults as well? 
Are parents invited? How many are going?   There will be 2 socially distanced field trips to the 
Whitney Plantation Museum Saturday October 24th, 2020 (Students K-5TH grade) and Saturday 
November  7th, 2020 (Students 6th-12th grade). 2 Anna's Place NOLA staff  will be chaperoning 
the two socially distanced field trips, and one Tulane service-learner that has been working with 
our students virtually. Parents have been invited to attend both sessions and Miss Tawana Bundage 
has planned to attend our second field trip, her daughter, now 13 years old, has been attending 
Anna's Place NOLA programs and St. Anna's Sunday School since she was 5 years old. Numbers: 
Field Trip 1: 13 students (Grade K-5TH). Field Trip 2: still confirming numbers.  
 
Anna's Place NOLA programming Fall 2020 - Since September 21st, 2020 when Anna's Place 
NOLA programming started, virtual sessions have engaged students in culturally relevant classes 1
-2 days a week. Sessions include African Arts and Crafts and African/African American History. 
In African Arts and Crafts students, grade K-5th, learn about the various kingdoms of  Africa and 
how various art forms have precipitated in African American culture. In African/African 
American History students, grade 6th-12th, learn about historical events that have impacted Black 
people in America contributing to the social unrest of  the past and today.  
 
Field Trips - The day of  the Whitney Plantation Museum Field trip students will engage in a 
video session and discussion about chattle slavery in the United States as it pertains to events they 
see today. The tour is a self  guided exploration through the lives of  slaves similar in age to the 
Anna's Place NOLA youth. Through the tour Anna's Place NOLA staff  will engage in 
conversations on what the students are bearing witness to step-by-step. Meals and snacks will be 
provided through Trinity Loaves and Fishes, the mission arm of  Trinity Episcopal Church.  
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OUR GUEST PREACHER FOR THIS 
SUNDAY,  PROPER 25  

21 Pentecost.  
 

Brother Todd VanAlstyne 
A Member of  the Order of  Dominicans 

 

What is a “Proper” 
(From the Episcopal Dictionary) 

 

Variable parts of  the eucharistic liturgy and the Daily Office which are appointed for a particular 
day according the the season or occasion. These parts of  the liturgy may be contrasted with the 
fixed portions and options of  the liturgy which do not vary with the season or occasion. The 
proper for the Eucharist includes the collect, the lessons, the selection from the Psalter, and the 
proper preface. The BCP collects for the church year are presented in both traditional and 
contemporary language versions (pp. 159-261). The Lectionary readings and psalms for the 
Eucharist (BCP, pp. 889-931). The Daily Office Lectionary provides readings and psalms for 
Morning and Evening Prayer (BCP, pp. 936-1001). Propers for the Sundays in the Season after 
Pentecost are numbered one through twenty-nine. 

 

The BCP includes propers for holy days, such as "Saint Andrew" and "The Annunciation"; the 
Common of  Saints, such as "Of  a Martyr" and "Of  a Monastic"; and Various Occasions, such as 
"Of  the Holy Trinity" and "Of  the Incarnation." The Proper Prefaces of  the BCP include three 
prefaces of  the Lord's Day, prefaces for seasons, and prefaces for other occasions, such as baptism 
and marriage (pp. 377-382). The BCP also has a section of  proper liturgies for special days, such 
as Ash Wednesday and the Easter Vigil (pp. 264-295). The service for Morning Prayer includes 
proper opening sentances (pp. 37-41, 75-78) and antiphons (pp. 43-44, 80-82). 
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Thursday, October 22 ... The Jackson Square All-stars are a group of  street musicians who 
regularly play in Jackson Square, at Cafe Du Monde, the St. Louis Cathedral, and other New 
Orleans music spots for tourists and locals alike. Steeped in the tradition of  New Orleans' parade 
music, members of  this All-star ensemble will keep you dancing to the beat all night long. Keep it 
Old School and keeping it real.  

Mission to Musicians II Tip Jar Ministry—The Jackson 

Square All-stars 

A Blast from the 
Past 

NOLA PRIDE 

2017 

The first trolley 
ride 

This was put 

together by Luigi 

and supported 

by Many 
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During the Prayers of  the People intercessions are invited.  Please send all prayer requests to: 
admin@stannanola.org 

 

A Church History– The People 
 

The Haase family has been associated with Saint Anna’s 
Church for about 4 or 5 generations. They have contributed 
much to the life of  the church. The Patriarch of  the family 
was Chuck Haase. He was a main stay of  the church when I 
arrived in 2003. He and Miss Zina raised three children and 
most of  you know Diana their daughter and her husband 
Mike.  

 

Chuck was a photographer toward the end of  WWII and 
after the War he and Zina set up house in Gentilly near Pontchartrain Park. It was a typical 
post war home that was the hub of  activity  with Boy Scouts, fishing trips,  large family 
dinners, dance classes for little Diana. It was a golden age for these post war families. Chuck 
was a machinist and provided for his family well. His kids would go on to attend college: one a 
Registered Nurse, one a Policeman and then a Doctor, one doing kitchen design work. All of  
the kids did well. The family raised their kids with a solid foundation that over the generations 
became expansive in its capacity to care about others.  

 

Both Zina and Chuck were always very involved in 
Church doing mission work with a group called the 
Night Owls. The Night Owls were a group of  ladies 
that would meet at night and make sandwiches for 
distribution to the homeless. Chuck served several times 
on the Vestry.  

They remembered “the old church” which was a much 
larger building of  brick that once sported a very high 
steeple. That church was built in 1880 and the Haase 
family was there when the current church laid it’s new 
cornerstone.  

Like many they lost their home during Katrina and 
relocated to LaPlace as did Diana and Mike. Chuck 
passed away in 2018 and we miss him. Zina continues to 
attend St. Anna’s along with Diana when she can. Their 
devotion to Christ and St. Anna’s is beyond question.  
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In Service to the Church 

Team 1 Hospitality Ministers 
Karen Judge—Host (leader) 
Stewart Chaplain—Greeter 
V P Franklin - Usher 
Nicole Gottschalk—Usher 
 
Audio Visual - Sean McLoughlin/Jack Craft 
 
Altar Servers: 
Zak Gillespie Thurifer 
Luigi Mandile Acolyte 

 Bits & Pieces 

Our performer that was scheduled for this Thursday was diagnosed with COVID 19 

Please pray for her health and healing 

Pray for “Free Feral” 

 

 

For Worship Service Reservations 

We strongly encourage those who 
want to attend in-person  

worship please send an email to: 

vterry109@gmail.com 



Leviticus 19:1-2,15-18 
 
The Lord spoke to Moses, saying: 
Speak to all the congregation of  the people of  Israel and say to them: You shall 
be holy, for I the Lord your God am holy. 
 
You shall not render an unjust judgment; you shall not be partial to the poor or 
defer to the great: with justice you shall judge your neighbor. You shall not go 
around as a slanderer among your people, and you shall not profit by the blood 
of  your neighbor: I am the Lord. 
 
You shall not hate in your heart anyone of  your kin; you shall reprove your 
neighbor, or you will incur guilt yourself. You shall not take vengeance or bear 
a grudge against any of  your people, but you shall love your neighbor as 
yourself: I am the Lord. 
 
Psalm 1 Beatus vir qui non abiit 
 
1 Happy are they who have not walked in the counsel of  the wicked, * 
 nor lingered in the way of  sinners, 
 nor sat in the seats of  the scornful! 
2 Their delight is in the law of  the Lord, * 
 and they meditate on his law day and night. 
3 They are like trees planted by streams of  water, 
bearing fruit in due season, with leaves that do not wither; * 

The Readings for 18th Sunday After Pentecost 
Proper 25—Year A—Track 2 
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Hymn Selections for Worship 

Voluntary  It is well with my soul      Arr. K. Leach  

Opening Hymn Immortal invisible God only wise   Hymnal 423 

Gospel Hymn Rise up ye saints of  God    Hymnal 551 

Offertory  How lovely is thy dwelling place    Hymnal 517 

Communion  All who hunger gather gladly    WLP 771 

   In remembrance of  me     LEVAS 149 

Closing Hymn We shall overcome     LEVAS 227 



 everything they do shall prosper. 
4 It is not so with the wicked; * 
 they are like chaff  which the wind blows away. 
5 Therefore the wicked shall not stand upright when judgment comes, * 
 nor the sinner in the council of  the righteous. 
6 For the Lord knows the way of  the righteous, * 
 but the way of  the wicked is doomed. 
 
1 Thessalonians 2:1-8 
You yourselves know, brothers and sisters, that our coming to you was not in 
vain, but though we had already suffered and been shamefully mistreated at 
Philippi, as you know, we had courage in our God to declare to you the 
gospel of  God in spite of  great opposition. For our appeal does not spring 
from deceit or impure motives or trickery, but just as we have been approved 
by God to be entrusted with the message of  the gospel, even so we speak, 
not to please mortals, but to please God who tests our hearts. As you know 
and as God is our witness, we never came with words of  flattery or with a 
pretext for greed; nor did we seek praise from mortals, whether from you or 
from others, though we might have made demands as apostles of  Christ. But 
we were gentle among you, like a nurse tenderly caring for her own children. 
So deeply do we care for you that we are determined to share with you not 
only the gospel of  God but also our own selves, because you have become 
very dear to us. 
 
Matthew 22:34-46 
 
When the Pharisees heard that Jesus had silenced the Sadducees, they 
gathered together, and one of  them, a lawyer, asked him a question to test 
him. “Teacher, which commandment in the law is the greatest?” He said to 
him, “’You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your 
soul, and with all your mind.’ This is the greatest and first commandment. 
And a second is like it: ‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself.’ On these 
two commandments hang all the law and the prophets.” 
 
Now while the Pharisees were gathered together, Jesus asked them this 
question: “What do you think of  the Messiah? Whose son is he?” They said 
to him, “The son of  David.” He said to them, “How is it then that David by 
the Spirit calls him Lord, saying, 
 
‘The Lord said to my Lord, 
“Sit at my right hand, 
until I put your enemies under your feet”’? 
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SPOTLIGHT: From our website link 

 
If  David thus calls him Lord, how can he be his son?” No one was able to give him an answer, 
nor from that day did anyone dare to ask him any more questions. 
 
 
 
 
 

The Lessons Continued 

About the [Track 2] First Reading: Leviticus 19:1-2, 15-18 
Today’s reading is drawn from the holiness code (chaps. 17–20). The holiness enjoined in these 
chapters is not achieved by the actions or qualities of  human beings, but by God’s act in separat-
ing out a people and binding them in a special covenant. 
 
Chapter 19 echoes the Ten Commandments. Special attention is given to the needs of  the disad-
vantaged. The gleaning of  field and vineyard is left for the poor and the resident alien. Each mem-
ber of  the community has the responsibility to correct a fellow-member in love. Leviticus 19:18b, 
joined with Deuteronomy 6:5, is the basis for the summary of  the law in today’s gospel. 
 
About the Second Reading: 1 Thessalonians 2:1-8 
Paul reminds the Thessalonians of  the circumstances of  his mission among them. He distin-
guishes himself  from the common itinerant religious and philosophical teachers. Paul does not 
promote heresy or immorality, use trickery or flattery, nor seek self-aggrandizement. He could 
have presumed on his apostolic authority, but instead, like a nursing mother, he supported their 
new life by sharing his very self. 
 
About the Matthew 22:34-46 
Today’s reading contains the third of  the controversy stories that show Jesus’ ability to confute his 
opponents. The law of  Moses as set forth in the first five books of  the Bible had, over the passage 
of  centuries, been codified into 613 commandments. The question was often raised whether they 
were all of  equal weight. 
 
The first part of  Jesus’ answer quotes Deuteronomy 6:5, which began the Jewish morning prayer 



called the Shema (from the first word in the quote, “hear”). The inclusion of  
“mind” (v. 37) may be an alternate translation for Gentiles of  “heart,” which, 
in Jewish understanding, was the core of  a person, the center of  thought and 
will and emotion. The second part of  Jesus’ answer quotes Leviticus 19:18b. 
 
The conjunction of  the two Old Testament texts occurs, but infrequently, in 
rabbinical writing. It may have been original with Jesus. Each commandment is 
to be understood in the light of  the other. Paul quotes the second as the ful-
fillment of  the law, an assertion echoed by other New Testament writers. Mat-
thew has prepared for its importance by stressing it earlier (5:43-48; 19:16-19). 
 
Reflection and Response 
Today’s readings bring a dual message: in faith we are both challenged and af-
firmed. The first challenge comes from Leviticus. We are reminded that our 
lack of  or limited compassion stands in stark contrast to the all-embracing 
compassion of  God. We are called to be holy as God is holy, and that holiness 
is measured by how we love our neighbors as ourselves. 
 
In the letter to the Thessalonians, Paul discloses the humility of  those who 
share the Gospel in honesty and gentleness. In this way, he affirms that the 
true followers of  Christ disclose and exemplify the love God to one another, 
and the love that the Christian community is meant to share with all people. 
 
Matthew’s gospel reminds us that God is the only one who can ever satisfy all 
the longings of  the human heart and soul. Even those who have trained the 
mind as a superb instrument recognize its limitations. In our quest for the di-
vine, says theologian H. Richard Niebuhr, the surprise is that “we sought a 
God to love and were found by a God that loves us.” It is from this love that 
our love for neighbor flows.  
 

Matthew’s gospel 

reminds us that God 

is the only one who 

can ever satisfy all 

the longings of the 

human heart and 

soul 
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Quietly consider:  

How has “the word of  the Lord sounded 

forth from you”? 
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We Really Need A Few Volunteers! 

 

Recently one of  our devoted members has undertaken a substantial project and she really would 
like to have some help. She has cleaned and washed all of  the baseboards, window sills, doors, and 
virtually all table surfaces etc. She is doing so in an effort not only to toughly clean those rooms 
but also to insure that they are absolutely sanitized.  

 

It means a lot of  elbow grease and hard work. But the “Sunday School Room” is now gleaming. It 
looks like new paint. We are also having the windows re-glazed and painted.  

 

We need a volunteer or two willing to help to do this cleaning work. Contact Fr. Terry if  
interested. 

Anna’s Place NOLA and NOLA_CODE: Virtual Programming for Fall 2020   

 

We have been working on something special with our students at 
Anna's Place; a multi-disciplinary STEM competition known as 
the ROADS on Mars program. In collaboration with 
Northwestern University and the North American Space Agency 
(NASA). As part of  the program, our students at Anna's Place 
will compete against teams from other communities in the region 
simulating the forthcoming Mars rover mission with a Lego 
Mindstorm EV3 Robot.  Our program was paused last Spring 
due to the pandemic and we were only able to complete the earth science and micro-biology 
challenges. We resumed work on programing the Lego EV3 robot remotely this summer and 
completed the challenge on Wednesday, September 23rd. 

 

Check out this video of  our team completing one of  our ROADS 
on Mars mini-challenges, a micro-biology field study. The learning 
objective was that living things tend to give off  methane gas. If  a 
robotic rover detects methane gas while probing the Martian 
surface, it would strongly suggest the presence of  life there, the 
kids had a great time!  

 

https://cts.vresp.com/c/?St.AnnasEpiscopalChu/31275e3a66/TEST/8a6198b80d
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Community Bulletin Board 
In observance of the upcoming Election Day on November 3rd, RTA transit 
riders will have the ability to access all modes of transit at no charge for a full 24-
hours. No pass is needed from riders. We are very proud and excited to offer this 
opportunity to all citizens of New Orleans for this election day and future election 
days. Please spread the good news!  

 

“Our too-young and too-new America, lusty because it is lonely, 

aggressive because it is afraid, insists upon seeing the world in 

terms of good and bad, the holy and the evil, the high and the low, 

the white and the black; our America is frightened of fact, of history, 

of processes, of necessity. It hugs the easy way of damning those 

whom it cannot understand, of excluding those who look different, 

and it salves its conscience with a self-draped cloak of 

righteousness” 

Richard Wright– Black Boy  

Inequality Facts in NOLA* 

Challenges for the Christian Community 

 23% of  NOLA residents are food insecure.  

 Overpolicing: 2016, 85% arrested for marijuana were Black  

 Infant mortality rates among Black women is TWICE as high as white women. 

 Median income among Blacks is $25.8K vs. $64.3K for whites 

 

[*From Center for Urban and Racial Equality , “Structural Racism in New Orleans”] 



  
Our annual event will be virtual this year, allowing you to support the fundraiser from the 
comfort and safety of  your own home. The event features four different ways to partici-
pate! 
  

*On Saturday, October 24th, beginning at 7:00 PM, there will be an entertaining and 
informative Livestream featuring performances by the NOLA Soul Collective, Anna's 
Place NOLA students and commentary from local community leaders, program gradu-
ates, parents, supporters and more. All of  this will be streamed on the St. Anna’s Epis-
copal Church Facebook page. You do not need a Facebook account to view the live 
stream.  

 
*We will host for the very first time an Online Auction, where you can bid on fabulous 
items and or make a donation. Please visit the “Online Auction” page for more infor-
mation. 

 
*As always, we welcome and rely upon Sponsorships in support of  the fundraiser. 
Please visit the “Sponsorship Opportunities” page for more information. 
  

We are looking forward to this wonderful and unique event and we encourage your partici-
pation and your spreading of  the word!  
  
Dodwell House, the future home of  Anna's Place NOLA, will provide a platform to em-
power individuals adversely affected by social inequities to determine their future and to 
fully meet their potential. 
  

To Learn more about the Dodwell House and Anna’s Place NOLA, please visit 

 www.dodwellhouse.org 

Anna’s Place NOLA at Dodwell House Fund-
raiser 

Saturday, October 24, 2020 
7:00 PM 

“A place of  possibility and hope” 
  

The Dodwell House Extravaganza  
Goes Virtual!  

https://www.facebook.com/stannanola
https://www.facebook.com/stannanola
http://www.dodwellhouse.org/


A Wild Thing by Karel Sloan-Boekbiner 

 

A Wild Thing 
hair ablaze 

hair arrayed radiant in the sun 
splayed out like a certain shade of orange 

when the sun is waking up 
or just before it goes back to sleep 

bleak outlook for creeping vines?~~ 
briers and thorny things? 

Why? 
Everything God made 

that's what the pages of the sacred texts proclaim 
crafted in canticle 

threaded through scripture 
sung and chanted in psalms, vespers and in verse 

that which does not have a name 
the great I AM 

created sky and the great waters of the deep 
created everything that creepeth across the Earth 

above, and below and in between 
was wove 

as part of a great design 
all before human sinew 

was filigreed together or even considered 
so this Wild Thing 

stands ablaze 
hair arrayed radiant in the sun 

a praise song in her feet 
in her hands, in her arms 

that she holds open 
and prays to be a doorway 

for the coming of the Prince of Peace 
an open place 

for the Holy Spirit 
to come through and sit with the world 



Our Mission 

"St. Anna's purpose is to lead people into a 
growing relationship with Christ, to be the church 
that demonstrates the love of Christ, to declare 

the liberating power of the Gospel manifested in 
works of justice, mercy, empowerment and 

hospitality. " 

The Collect for the Day 

1313 Esplanade Ave. 

New Orleans, LA. 70116 

Office: 504-947-2121 

Email:  admin@stannanola.org 

Sain t  Anna’s  

On the web at 

www.stannanola.org 

A LMIGHTY AND EVERLASTING GOD,  increase in us the gifts of  faith, hope and 
charity; and, that we may obtain what you promise, make us love what you command; 

through Jesus Christ our Lord, who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, one God for 
ever and every. Amen.  

 “You shall love your neighbor as yourself.”  


